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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION, PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATION, SUGGESTION AND 

LIMITATION 

 Some points of this study were delivered in this chapter; it includes the 

conclusion, pedagogical implication, suggestion, and limitation of this study.  

4.1 Conclusion 

The conclusion is described based on the result of data analysis. The result shows 

that the teacher used all kinds of nonverbal communication on kinesics; it includes 

emblems, illustrators, affect display, and adaptor. The teacher used those types during 

the teaching and learning process in the classroom. The teacher used emblems 

seemed when he makes or shows any finger sign, waves, and a sign of a fist. He used 

illustrators by often used hand gestures to show materials or illustrate something. 

Besides, affect display was used by the teacher. In teaching, he often smiles frown, 

and show expression of happiness. The teacher also used regulators. He used some 

head movements such as a head shake or nod, looking students around the class, and 

another movement of regulators type. Moreover, the teacher used adaptors by doing 

several touching behaviors on objects or self, such as wielding tools, folding arms, 

and etcetera.  

In using kind of nonverbal communication on kinesics, the teacher most 

frequently used type of illustrators, regulators, and emblems on the use of finger 

signs. As a result of data observation, the teacher always uses these types in teaching 

in the classroom.  While at the use of effect display there some expression that most 
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frequently used by the teacher such as smile, frown, and happiness, but in contrary for 

some expressions of effect display are rarely used by the teacher such as expression 

of sadness, fear, anger, and surprise, which can be categorized as the rarest nonverbal 

signal that the teacher used in teaching in the classroom.  

4.2 Limitation  

A few limitations of this study were described here. Firstly, this study needs 

ten times for observation to collect the data, but due to several constraints of the 

situation and limited time, so the researcher only did seven times observation. 

Moreover, the researcher also didn’t have an interview with the participant. The 

interview is needed to get more information on the most frequent and last of kinds of 

nonverbal communication used by the teacher in the classroom. However, because of 

the time constraints of the informant therefore the researcher didn’t have the 

interview. Also, this study just focuses on analyzes one kind of teacher’s nonverbal 

communication; therefore, it only provides some particular aspect information on 

teacher’s nonverbal communication. 

4.3 Suggestions 

After conducting this study, the researcher gives some suggestions that may 

useful for teachers or another researcher who wants or interested to do a future 

investigation in the field of nonverbal communication. Some recommendations from 

this research as follow.  

The use of nonverbal communication gives many benefits for teachers as well 

students in the teaching-learning process which can help the communication become 
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run effectively and enjoyable as well can help to increase understanding and 

interesting among the students in learning, therefore the teacher’s use of nonverbal 

communication in teaching is very necessary and maybe as an important technique 

for teachers in order to create a successful teaching and learning process in the class.  

It is advised to know that nonverbal messages are strongest than verbal 

messages, if the teacher’s verbal and nonverbal messages conflict, then verbal 

messages may be ignored and nonverbal messages are followed. Therefore, teachers 

need to be more aware of the use of nonverbal communication so there is no conflict 

between nonverbal and verbal messages.  

This study could just deal briefly with some particular aspects, however, there 

might be other things that remain unknown and need further investigation. Those 

aspects of nonverbal communication may suggest further studies as follow. 

1. Studying the effect of teacher nonverbal communication on students’ 

learning. 

2. Studying the students’ preferences of teacher’s nonverbal communication. 

5.4 Pedagogical Implication  

 The finding implies that teachers need communication skills which can help 

them to create a good teaching and learning process in the class.  Use nonverbal 

communication properly in teaching in ELT classrooms is necessary to enable 

teachers and students to communicate more enjoyable, effectively, and convincingly 

(Mobaraki, 2014). Teachers can use a combination of verbal and nonverbal 

communication in teaching with the objective to increase student’s interest 
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(Sutiyatno, 2018). Teacher’s nonverbal teaching behavior affect to the students’ 

motivation in learning, therefore, the awareness of it utilizing is very important for 

teachers to be considered when teaching in the class (Indrawan et al, 2017). Besides, 

the teacher’s nonverbal communication can help students more understand the 

learning process. This supported by Ranta and Harmawati (2017) state that teachers' 

use of nonverbal communication skills make students more understand, active to 

speak, more enthusiasm and motivated to study 

 


